ANTHONY   EDEN
ment alternates % because ' every member is seated in
pampered luxury in a deep settee: no tired twenty years of
back bench work to secure a stringy skeleton, but a
stout well-padded arm on which Morpheus may conquer
memory. Before him is a desk laden with pens . . .'—and
so on, in the same vein. But he recognized that * however
much we may envy their comfort we appreciate that it
can never be ours to share '. These concessions are possible
only when the number of members is sufficiently small.
Many ask how Parliament's business can be carried on
when it is so * cabin' d and confined' as at Westminster;
but the answer, of course, is that effective debate can only
be carried on at short range. If the building is too palatial
the essentially cellular corporate aspect of our parlia-
mentary institutions is lost.
Apart from the desks Eden was forced to admit how
alike it all was. * Shut your eyes and lean back and you
may hear the Opposition complain how the Government
has failed to carry out when in power the policy it preached
when in Opposition; how its outlook and its opinions have
changed since it changed benches. You may hear the
Government's supporters challenging " And what did you
do? " You may hear the Government's defence that, what-
ever their shortcomings, the last who has a right to chal-
lenge them on this score, or on that, is the very Opposition
which, when it was in power . . . The spirit has travelled
and will endure. . . .' Let it be admitted that Eden has
caught the atmosphere in which it moves and has its being.
The rest of the book, save for the epilogue on Ceylon, is
concerned with Australia—and lacks distinction. Some of
his generalizations are wild, some of his facts wobbly. Thus
even in 1926 to assert, as he does in his opening sentence,
that * New South Wales typifies Australia * is to provoke
the ridicule of Australians and to beg more questions than
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